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Abstract 

In this paper, we give two characterizations of regular --Γpo semigroups in 
terms of left (resp., right, quasi-, bi-) ideals. The results generalize the results 
presented in [9]. 

1. Introduction and Preliminaries 

Regular semigroups and their generalizations have been widely 
studied (see [4-9]). A semigroup S with a relation, denoted by ,≤  is called 
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a partially ordered semigroup (po-semigroup), if for ;,, Szyx ∈         
yx ≤  implies yzxz ≤  and .zyzx ≤  A po-semigroup S is said to be 

regular, if for any ,Sa ∈  there exists Sx ∈  such that .axaa ≤  In 1999, 
the author [9] characterized regular po-semigroups by using some type of 
ideals. Indeed; 

Theorem 1.1 [Theorem 1, p. 689]. A po-semigroup S is regular, if and 
only if 

( ],BIQQIB ⊆∩∩  

for all bi-ideal B, for all ideal I, and for all quasi-ideal Q of S. 

Theorem 1.2 [Theorem 2, p. 690]. A po-semigroup S is regular, if and 
only if 

( ],RQLLQR ⊆∩∩  

for all quasi-ideal Q, for all left ideal L, and for all right ideal R of S. 

The purpose of this paper is to generalize Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 by 
using the concept of --Γpo semigroup introduced by Sen and Saha [10]. 

Definition 1.3. Let S and Γ  be two nonempty sets. Then S is called a 
,-semigroupΓ  if there is a mapping ,SSS →×Γ×  written as ( )yx ,, γ  

,yx γ  such that ( ) ( )zyxzyx βγ=βγ  for all Szyx ∈,,  and all ., Γ∈βγ  

Let S be a semigroup and Γ  be a nonempty set. For Syx ∈,  and 
,Γ∈γ  define .yxyx =γ  Then S is a semigroup.-Γ  

Let S be a semigroup.-Γ  For ,, SBA ⊆  let 

{ }.,,| Γ∈γ∈∈γ=Γ BbAabaBA  

For ,Sx ∈  let { }xAxA Γ=Γ  and { } .AxAx Γ=Γ  

Definition 1.4. A semigroup-Γ  S is called a partially ordered 

semigroup-Γ  ( --Γpo semigroup), if there is a relation ≤  on S such that 
yx ≤  implies zyzx γ≤γ  and yzxz γ≤γ  for any Szyx ∈,,  and all 
.Γ∈γ   
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Let S be a semigroup.-Γ-po  For ,SA ⊆  let  

( ] { }.somefor| AaaxSxA ∈≤∈=  

Let ., SBA ⊆  The following are well-known: (1) ( ] ( )2,AA ⊆  If 

,BA ⊆  then ( ] ( ] ( ) ( ] ( ] ( ].3and, BABABA Γ⊆Γ⊆  

Definition 1.5. Let S be a --Γpo semigroup. A nonempty subset A of 

S is called a left (resp., right) ideal of S, if 

(i) ( )..,resp ASAAAS ⊆Γ⊆Γ  

(ii) If Ax ∈  and Sy ∈  such that ,xy ≤  then .Ay ∈  

If A is both left and right ideals of S, then A is called an ideal of S. 

Definition 1.6. Let S be a --Γpo semigroup. A nonempty subset Q of S 

is called a quasi-ideal of S, if 

(i) ( ] ( ] .QQSSQ ⊆ΓΓ ∩  

(ii) For Qx ∈  and Sy ∈  such that xy ≤  implies .Qy ∈  

Definition 1.7. Let S be a --Γpo semigroup. A nonempty subset B of S 

is called a bi-ideal of S, if 

(i) .BBSB ⊆ΓΓ  

(ii) For Bx ∈  and Sy ∈  such that xy ≤  implies .By ∈  

If A and B are left (resp., right, quasi-, bi-) ideal of a --Γpo semigroup S, 

then ( ]AA =  and ( ] ( ] ( ].BABA ∩∩ =  

Let S be a --Γpo semigroup and .Sa ∈  The right (resp., left) ideal of S 

generated by a, denoted by ( )aR  ( )( )aL.,resp  is of the form  

( ) ( ] ( ) ( ]( )..,resp aSaaLSaaaR Γ=Γ= ∪∪  

The ideal of S generated by a is 

( ].SaSSaaSa ΓΓΓΓ ∪∪∪  
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In [1-3], the authors proved that the quasi-(resp., bi-) ideal of S 
generated by a, denoted by ( ) ( )( )aBaQ .,resp  is of the form 

( ) ( (( ] ( ] )] (( ] ( ]] ( ]aaSSaaSSaaaQ ∪∩∩∪ ΓΓ=ΓΓ=  

( ( ) ( ])..,resp aSaaaaaB ΓΓΓ= ∪∪  

Definition 1.8. A semigroup--Γpo  S is said to be regular, if          

∈a ( ]aSa ΓΓ  for all .Sa ∈  

Equivalent definition. A semigroup--Γpo  S is said to be regular, if 

,axaa βα≤  

for some Sx ∈  and for some ., Γ∈βα  

2. Regular --Γpo Semigroups 

Theorem 2.1. A semigrouppo --Γ  S is regular, if and only if 

( ],QIBQIB ΓΓ⊆∩∩  

for all bi-ideal B, for all ideal I, and for all quasi-ideal Q of S. 

Proof. Assume that S is regular. Let .QIBa ∩∩∈  By assumption, 
there exist Sx ∈  and Γ∈βα,  such that .axaa βα≤  Consider 

axaa βα≤  

( ) ( )axaxaxa βαβαβα≤  

( ) ( ) .axaxaxa βαβαβα=  

Thus, ( ].QIBa ΓΓ∈  Therefore, ( ].QIBQIB ΓΓ⊆∩∩  

Conversely, assume that 

( ],QIBQIB ΓΓ⊆∩∩  

for all bi-ideal B, for all ideal I, and for all quasi-ideal Q of S. Let .Sa ∈  
Using ( ) ( ),, aIaB  and ( )aQ  of S, we obtain 
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( ) ( ) ( )aQaIaBa ∩∩∈  

( ) ( ) ( )( ]aQaIaB ΓΓ⊆  

(( ] ( (( ] ( ])]]aSSaaSaSaaaa ΓΓΓΓΓΓΓ⊆ ∩∪∪∪  

( ].aSa ΓΓ⊆  

Hence S is regular.   

For any --Γpo semigroup, we note by the Definitions 1.5-1.7 that: 
Every left (resp., right) ideal is a quasi-ideal, and every qausi-ideal is a  
bi-ideal. 

Corollary 2.2. A semigroup--Γpo  S is regular, if and only if 

( ],RIBRIB ΓΓ⊆∩∩  

for all bi-ideal B, for all ideal I, and for all right ideal R of S. 

Theorem 2.3. A --Γpo semigroup S is regular, if and only if 

( ],LQRLQR ΓΓ⊆∩∩  

for all quasi-ideal Q, for all left ideal L, and for all right ideal R of S. 

Proof. Assume that S is regular. Let .LQRa ∩∩∈  Then, there 
exist Sx ∈  and Γ∈βα,  such that .axaa βα≤  Consider 

axaa βα≤  

( ) ( )axaxaxa βαβαβα≤  

( ) ( ).axaxaxa βαβαβα=  

Thus, ( ].LQRa ΓΓ∈  Hence, ( ].LQRLQR ΓΓ⊆∩∩  

Conversely, assume that 

( ],LQRLQR ΓΓ⊆∩∩  

for all quasi-ideal Q, for all left ideal L, and for all right ideal R of S. To 
show that S is regular, let .Sa ∈  Using ( ) ( ),, aLaQ  and ( )aR  of S by 
assumption, we have 
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( ) ( ) ( )aLaQaRa ∩∩∈  

( ) ( ) ( )( ]aLaQaR ΓΓ⊆  

( ) ( )( ]aLSaR ΓΓ⊆  

( ) ( )( ]aLaR Γ⊆  

(( ] ( ]]aSaSaa ΓΓΓ⊆ ∪∪  

( ].aSaaa ΓΓΓ⊆ ∪  

There are two cases to consider: If aaa γ≤  for some ,Γ∈γ  then 

( ) .aSaaaaaaaa ΓΓ∈γγγ≤γ≤  

If axaa βγ≤  for some Sx ∈  and for some ,, Γ∈βα  then .aSaa ΓΓ∈  

Both of the cases we obtain ( ].aSaa ΓΓ∈     

Corollary 2.4. A --Γpo semigroup S is regular, if and only if 

( ],LRLR Γ⊆∩  

for all left ideal L and for all right ideal R of S. 
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